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The template is designed for speakers of all invited talks at the Ultrafast Dynamics and Ultrafast 
Bandgap Photonics Symposium to help them format their extended abstracts that will be published in 
the Abstract Proceedings of the Symposium.   
Replacing the template's title, list of authors, authors' affiliation, text, figures, figure captions, and the 
reference list with actual text and pictures will help both authors and organizers. 
The Symposium organizers plan to print a color Abstract Proceedings booklet that will include all 
invited talks from the Ultrafast Dynamics and Ultrafast Bandgap Photonics Symposium.  After 
previous Ultrafast Dynamics and Ultrafast Bandgap Photonics Symposia (Fig. 1), abstract proceedings 
were printed and delivered to all speakers and guests of the Symposium [1, 2].  

          
 
 Fig. 1. Left :Antarctic penguin extinction rate [1]: Left: a- temperature dependence; b-year to year.  
               Right: back cover of Ultrafast Dynamics and Ultrafast Bandgap Photonics Symposium abstract proceedings. 
 
The extended abstract length should be from 1 full page of letter size (8.5 x 11 inches) to 4 full letter-
size pages, including figures, figure captions and reference list. The Symposium Committee 
recommends that an extended abstract begins with few lines sentences where the idea, the concept or 
future development is described. References include names of all authors, full name of a journal or 
publications - Proceedings of IEEE, etc., first page as is in the database and year of publication in 
brackets.  If the abstract content scientific is not published yet, then please list where it will be 
published, where it will be sent, and the year. In case this info is not available - just put (to be 
submitted) and a year. 
Acknowledgments should be listed after References* in the same font as the references in the list.  
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